
• High Absorption Rate - Firmaoil has the ability to absorb up to 
135% of its weight in oil.

• Convenient - Instead of depending on several suppliers for 
excipients, Firmaoil can be ordered on our website in seconds. 
It is in stock at all times in LFA’s UK, US, and Taiwan offices and 
can be dispatched same or next working day so production can 
keep going.

• Saves Money - You can simply use Firmaoil to research and 
develop a formula, leading to a successful business without the 
excessive costs of investing in an oil capsule filler.

• 100% Safe for Human Consumption - Firmaoil is made from 
calcium phosphate, which is responsible for strong and healthy 
bones, healthy blood flow, assisting muscle contractions, and 
aiding communication between nerves. It is also Halal and 
Kosher certified.

Firmaoil is a powder that makes it possible to utilize oils, such as 
hemp, CBD, cod liver, coconut, omega, and flaxseed, in tablet com-
pression, capsule filling, and/or powder mixing formulas.

With Firmaoil, you will be able to pioneer new products or greatly 
improve existing formulas with a range of new raw ingredients that 
were unusable before. By opening the door to new ingredients with 
which you could experiment and create tablets or capsules, Firmaoil 
could mean the difference between your business going through the 
motions of mediocrity and becoming a market leader. 

Derived from pharmaceutical grade and food-safe calcium phosphate, 
our Firmaoil is 100% safe for human consumption and can give you 
the best of both worlds—you can research and develop with previous-
ly off-limits but potentially life-changing ingredients without needing to 
spend tens of thousands on machinery such as a liquid capsule filler.
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Appearance White/colored powder

Physical state Solid

Odor Odorless

Storage In a cool place away from moisture and direct sunlight

Physical components Pentacalcium hydroxide tris(orthophosphate)

Bulk density 0.51 g/cm3


